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1 Introduction

In this paper we try to give a small sample illustrating the approach of
Andréka et al. [2],[5],[21]–[24] to a logical analysis of relativity theory con-
ducted purely in first-order logic, FOL. We stick with FOL for methodological
reasons. Here we first concentrate on special relativity, but in [22],[2],[5],[24]
steps are made in the direction of generalizing this FOL-approach towards
general relativity. We discuss that direction in the second half of this in-
troduction. In [5] we build up variants of relativity theory as “competing”
axiom systems formalized in FOL. The reason for having several versions
for the theory, i.e. several axiom systems, is that this way we can study the
consequences of the various axioms, enabling us to find out which axiom is
responsible for what interesting or “exotic” prediction of relativity theory.
Among others, this enables us to refine the conceptual analysis of relativity
in Friedman [12] and Rindler [28], or compare the Reichenbach-Grünbaum-
Salmon approach to relativity (cf. [31] or [12]) with the standard one. Later
we will refer to the just indicated “several competing axiom systems” feature
of our theory as flexibility feature or modularity feature.

One of our FOL axiom systems will be called Specrel. We will see that
Specrel is a faithful, streamlined FOL axiomatization of (the kinematics of)
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2 LOGIC AND RELATIVITY THEORY

special relativity theory. Specrel is intended to consist of simple, intuitively
convincing, logically transparent, natural axioms. Besides Specrel we study
its fragments, its generalizations towards general relativity and other versions
of relativity.

As explained in [5, §1], the present approach is (in some sense) more am-
bitious (as a relativity theory) than e.g. a formalization of, say, Minkowskian
geometry in first-order logic would be, in various respects: (i) One respect
is that if we identified Minkowskian geometry with special relativity, then
this would yield an uninterpreted (in the physical sense) version of relativity,
while the first-order theory which we develop in [5] contains “its own interpre-
tation”, too. (ii) It is not clear to us how the conceptual analysis2 suggested
e.g. in [12] could be squeezed into Minkowskian geometry. (iii) Our formal-
ized relativity theory is undecidable, while the FOL-theory of Minkowskian
geometry in [13] is decidable, pointing in the direction that in our theory one
can talk about things which do not appear in pure Minkowskian geometry.
Someone may argue that Minkowskian geometry is the heart of special rel-
ativity theory; but it is only the heart, and we would like to formalize the
full theory and not only its heart. (iv) The observational/theoretical dual-
ity outlined in [12] motivates us to keep our vocabulary and axioms on the
modular, observational side (while Minkowskian geometry remains more on
the “monolithic”, “theoretical” side).3 (v) Besides building up observational
relativity in FOL, we also formalize the “monolithic”, theoretically oriented
geometric theory of space-time in FOL in e.g. [21],[23]. Then we prove that
these two FOL theories are FOL-definitionally equivalent. So the user of
our FOL theory can switch between the observational and theoretical ver-
sions whenever he so wishes. (vi) We also work on generalizing gradually our
FOL theory of special relativity in the direction of general relativity in e.g.
[2],[22],[24]. For this gradual generalization we will rely on the modularity
feature of our observational theory mentioned way above. This feature is tied
to the theory’s having many small building blocks each of which carries some
intuitive and natural meaning and which blocks can be removed or added
one-by-one like in a lego toy world yielding new, meaningful and coherent
versions of the theory. Besides generalization towards general relativity, this

2Which axiom is responsible for what prediction, which axiom is intuitively more nat-
ural than the other, etc.

3We use the observational/theoretical distinction in relativity in the sense of [12] going
back to Reichenbach (1920). Sometimes it is useful to think of this as bottom-up/top-down
distinction.
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modularity feature is used in answering the so-called why-type questions and
for conceptual analysis. This degree of modularity does not seem to be easily
available if one starts out with an axiomatization of Minkowskian geometry
or some other “top-down” approach.

After having formalized relativity theory in first-order logic, one can use
the well developed machinery of FOL for studying properties of the the-
ory, e.g. Specrel (e.g. the number of non-elementarily equivalent models, or
its relationships with Gödel’s incompleteness theorems, independence issues,
etc). The reasons why we find it important to stick with FOL as a frame-
work throughout the logical analysis of relativity can be found e.g. in van
Benthem [8] when read together with Sain [29]. These reasons are further
explained in [5, Appendix], Väänänen [32], Woleński [34]. It is explained
e.g. in Feferman [10] and in Ferreirós [11] why and how we can stay in the
framework of FOL throughout all our developments, if we want to.

As already indicated, the present work intends to give samples from a
broader ongoing project represented by e.g. [5],[2],[21],[22],[24],[1]. A gen-
eral plan for this broader project goes as follows: First we build up (the
kinematics of) special relativity theory in FOL obtaining the finitely axiom-
atized FOL theory Specrel. Specrel was mentioned already at the beginning
of this introduction. We put emphasis on making the axioms of Specrel
streamlined, transparent, and intuitively convincing. First, as usual, we es-
tablish adequateness of Specrel for special relativity (completeness theorem,
independence of the axioms, etc).4 Then we elaborate a conceptual analy-
sis of special relativity, its variants, and its generalizations. This analysis
is based on the FOL axiom system Specrel, on variants and fragments of
Specrel and their generalizations. Among others, we analyse Specrel both
from the logical point of view (model theory, proof theory, “reverse mathe-
matics” etc) and from the physico-philosophical relativity theoretic point of
view. Much of this is done in [5],[21],[2],[24]. As a natural continuation of all
this, we also experiment with generalizing Specrel in the direction of general
relativity.

The first two steps in this generalization are (I) and (II) below. (I) We
extend Specrel to accomodate accelerated observers which, via Einstein’s
equivalence principle, enables us to study some features of gravity. E.g. the
Twin Paradox and the Tower Paradox (gravity slows time down) become
provable in the accelerated observers version Acc(Specrel) of Specrel, cf.

4In some sense, we consider this as “Step Zero”.
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e.g. [2]. (II) As a second step in this direction, we make Acc(Specrel) local
where “local” is understood in the sense of general relativity. We do this
via the so-called method of localization which can be applied basically to
any version of Specrel and Acc(Specrel). The localized versions of these
theories are built up also in FOL (we make special efforts to ensure this)
for methodological reasons mentioned earlier. Since localization turns out
to be such a general procedure, we can denote the so obtained theories as
Loc(Specrel), Loc(Acc(Specrel)) etc. So, Loc(−) can be regarded as some
kind of a general “operator” applicable to theories (which are variants of
Specrel).

It is explained in the classic textbook [25, pp.163-5] on general relativity
that by suitably combining accelerated observers and localization one can
safely move towards general relativity by starting out from special relativity,
cf. e.g. Box 6.1 on p.164 therein. This motivates our study of the FOL theory
Loc(Acc(Specrel)) and its variants. The investigation of Loc(Acc(Specrel))
is analogous with that of Specrel, i.e. after introducing the theory and prov-
ing theorems about its basic properties comes a fine-scale conceptual analysis
both from the logic point of view and from the relativity theoretic point of
view. The operator Loc(−) and Loc(Specrel) in particular are discussed in
the present volume in [22]. The ideas in [22] are easily combined with those
in [2] on Acc(Specrel) in order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of
Loc(Acc(Specrel)). More on Loc(−) and Loc(Specrel) is in [22],[24], while
more on Acc(Specrel) is found in [2], and the works quoted therein.

The research project reported herein is part of a much broader back-
ground literature of logic-based approaches to space-time. E.g., axiomatiza-
tions of special relativity are abundant in the literature. To mention some:
axiomatizations of special relativity have been studied in works of Robb, Re-
ichenbach, Carathéodory, Alexandrov and his school, Suppes and his school,
Szekeres, Ax, Friedman, Mundy, Goldblatt, Schutz, Walker. This is only a
small sample. There are more works listed in the bibliographies of [2],[5],[21].
Latzer [19], Buseman [9] represent moves towards general relativity in a spirit
similar to that of our [22],[2],[24].

2 The frame language

We introduce the first-order logic language, which we will use for formalizing
(first special) relativity, with an eye open for the subsequent generalization
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of the theory. We want to talk about motion of bodies.5 What is motion?
It is changing location in time. Therefore we will talk about bodies, time,
space, and about a location-function which tells us which body is where at
a given time. We want to talk about relativity theories; therefore these
location functions will depend on observers; different observers may see the
same motion differently. (The location function determined by an observer
m will be called the world-view function wm of observer m.) We will treat
observers as special bodies whose motion will be represented exactly the same
way as that of the rest of the bodies. These observers are often called, in the
literature, reference frames.6

It will be convenient for us to be flexible about the dimension of space:
we will not only treat 3-dimensional space, but 1 or 2, or higher-dimensional
spaces as well. We will treat time as a special dimension of space-time. n
will denote the dimension of our space-time.7 Thus, usually n = 4 (3 space-
dimensions and 1 time-dimension), but we will consider also n = 2, 3 or
n > 4. Our bodies will be idealized, pointlike.

The vocabulary of our language is the following: unary relations

B (bodies)

Obs (observers)

Ph (photons)

Q (quantities used for giving location and “measuring time”);

an n + 2-ary relation, the location- or world-view relation

W (world-view relation, W (m, b, t, s1, . . . , sn−1) intends to mean that
according to observer (or reference-frame) m, the body b is present at
time t and location 〈s1, . . . , sn−1〉);

for dealing with quantities, we will have two binary functions, and a binary
relation:

5In this paper we concentrate only on kinematics; the same kind of investigations can
be carried out concerning mass, forces, energy etc. However, if a theorem can be proved
without referring to these extra notions, we consider that a virtue.

6This difference is only a matter of linguistic convention.
7Recent generalizations of general relativity in the literature (e.g. M-theory) indicate

that it might be useful to leave n as a variable.
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+, ·, ≤.

In our theories, we will always assume the following:

• observers and photons are bodies,

• W (m, b, t, s1, . . . , sn−1) implies that m is an observer, b is a body, and
t, s1, . . . , sn−1 are quantities,

• 〈Q, +, ·,≤〉 is a Euclidean8 linearly ordered field.

We found that the simplest way of treating these assumptions is to use a
2-sorted first-order language, where

B,Q are sorts or universes,

Obs, Ph are unary relations of sort B,

W is an n + 2-ary relation of sort B ×B ×Q×Q× . . .×Q,

+, · and ≤ are operations and relation of sort Q.

Let
M = 〈BM, ObsM, PhM; QM, +M, ·M,≤M; WM〉

be a model of our two-sorted language. This means that BM and QM are sets,
they are called the universes of sort B and Q respectively, ObsM, PhM ⊆ BM

etc. We will omit the superscripts M. We call M a frame-model if 〈Q, +, ·,≤〉
is a Euclidean linearly ordered field and W ⊆ Obs × B × Q × . . . × Q. |=
denotes the usual semantical consequence relation induced by frame-models,
i.e. Th |= ϕ means that for every frame-model M, if M |= Th, then M |= ϕ.

Next we introduce some terminology in connection with arbitrary frame-
models M = 〈B, Obs, Ph; Q, +, ·,≤; W 〉.

The essence, the “heart” of a frame-model is the world-view relation W .
Since W ⊆ Obs×B × nQ, for every observer m ∈ Obs it induces a function
wm : nQ → {X : X ⊆ B} as follows: for every p ∈ nQ

wm(p) := {b ∈ B : W (m, b, p)}.
Thus wm(p) is the set of bodies present at space-time location p for m. We

8An ordered field is called Euclidean if every positive element has a square root in it,
i.e. if (∀x > 0)(∃y)x = y · y is valid in it.
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nQ
p

W (m,−,−)

wm

wm(p)

B

Figure 1: The world-view function wm.

call a set of bodies an event, and wm is called the world-view function of m,
which to each space-time location p tells us what event observer m observes
or “sees happening” at location p. “Seeing” has nothing to do with photons
here, it really means “coordinatizing” only.

The trace or life-line of a body b according to an observer m is the set of
space-time locations where m sees b, i.e.

trm(b) := {p ∈ nQ : W (m, b, p)}.
The world-view function wm can be recovered from the family of traces of
all bodies (from 〈trm(b) : b ∈ B〉), and the world-view-relation W can be
recovered from all the world-view functions (from 〈wm : m ∈ Obs〉). Thus
we can “represent” the function wm by the world-view of m, which is just the
indexed family 〈trm(b) : b ∈ B〉, and which, in turn, we represent by drawing
the traces of bodies that we are interested in. See Figure 2.

Since Q = 〈Q, +, ·〉 is a field, we can define n-dimensional straight lines
as follows (these will be the life-lines of “inertial bodies”). We will use the
vector-space structure of nQ, i.e. if p, q ∈ nQ and λ ∈ Q then p+q, p−q, λp ∈
nQ and 0 denotes the origin, i.e. 0 = 〈0, . . . , 0〉, where 0 is the zero-element of
the field. Let ` ⊆ nQ. We say that ` is a straight line iff there are p, α ∈ nQ
such that α 6= 0 and

` = {p + r · α : r ∈ Q}.
Lines denotes the set of all straight lines (of dimension n). t denotes the

time axis,
t := {〈r, 0, . . . , 0〉 : r ∈ Q}.
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trm(b3)

trm(b2)

trm(b1)

Figure 2: World-view of m.

t is a straight line. If ` ∈ Lines, then ang(`), defined below, represents
the angle9 between ` and t (where α = 〈α0, . . . , αn−1〉 is associated to ` as
before):

ang(`) :=
α2

1+...+α2
n−1

α2
0

if α0 6= 0, and

ang(`) := ∞ if α0 = 0. Here ∞ is any element not in Q.

ang(`) = 1 means intuitively that the angle between ` and t is 45o. (See
Figure 3.) Assume that trm(k) = ` is a straight line. Then ang(`) represents
the velocity10 of k as seen by m:

vm(k) := ang(trm(k)), if trm(k) ∈ Lines.

E.g. vm(k) = 0 means that trm(k) is parallel with t, i.e. k’s location does not
change with time, i.e. k is at rest w.r.t. m. The bigger vm(k) is, the bigger
distance k travels in a unit time (as seen by m).

3 Basic axioms of special relativity

As already indicated, a plurality of “competing” axiom systems (or “relativity
theories”) is an essential feature of a logical analysis of relativity as devel-
oped in e.g. [5],[21],[2]. In this section we recall one of these axiom systems

9Actually, ang(`) is the square of the tangent of the angle between ` and t.
10Instead of “velocity”, the precise expression would be “speed”, since vm(k) is a scalar

and not a vector.
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vm(h) < 1

t̄ h b

trm(b), vm(b) = 1

vm(h′) > 1

h′
45o

Figure 3: Velocities.

and will call it Specrel0. It consists of five axioms. In the following axioms,
m, k stand for arbitrary observers, h for an arbitrary body, ` for an arbitrary
straight line (i.e. element of Lines), and ph for an arbitrary photon. We use
the standard custom in logic that free variables should be understood as uni-
versally quantified, e.g. the axiom trm(m) = t means (∀m ∈ Obs)trm(m) = t.

Our first axiom says that the traces of observers and photons, as seen by
any observer, are straight lines:

AxLine trm(h) ∈ Lines for h ∈ Obs ∪ Ph.

Since translating our intuitive statements to first-order formulas in the
language of our frame-models (M’s) will be straightforward, we will not give
these translations,11 we will only give the intuitive forms.

The second axiom says that any observer sees himself at rest in the origin:

AxSelf trm(m) = t.

The third axiom says that we have the tools for thought-experiments: on
any appropriate straight line we can assume there is a potential observer;
and the same for photons:12

11They can be found in [2],[21].
12This axiom can be “tamed” by using modal logic, such that space-time does not get

crowded with k’s and ph’s, cf. [5].
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AxPot ang(`) < 1 ⇒ (∃k ∈ Obs)` = trm(k), and
ang(`) = 1 ⇒ (∃ph ∈ Ph)` = trm(ph).

The fourth axiom says that all observers “see” the same events (possibly
at different space-time locations):13

AxEvents Rng(wm) = Rng(wk).

The last axiom says that the velocity of a photon is 1, for each observer:

AxPh vm(ph) = 1 (and trm(ph) ∈ Lines).

Our choice for a “first possible” axiom system for special relativity is:

Specrel0 := {AxLine, AxSelf, AxPot, AxEvents, AxPh}.

When we want to indicate explicitly the number of dimensions, we will
write Specrel0(n) in place of Specrel0. We note that AxPh together with
the photon part of AxPot is the relativistic part of Specrel0. (The rest are
true in Newtonian Mechanics.)

Let n > 2. In this paper we show that Specrel0(n) is consistent, it is
not independent, and it forbids faster than light observers but permits faster
than light bodies.14 We show that Specrel0 generates an undecidable first-
order theory but we can strengthen it so that it becomes decidable (moreover
categorical); and also we can strengthen it so that it becomes hereditarily
undecidable, further both of Gödel’s incompleteness properties hold for this
strengthened version. We will see that both kinds of extension of Specrel0
are natural.

13This will have to be considerably weakened, when preparing for a generalization of
our axiom systems like Specrel0 towards general relativity, cf. [5],[2],[22]. For a function
f , its range is Rng(f) := {y : ∃x(f(x) = y)}.

14The point in proving things like Specrel0 |= no FTL observer is in the small number
of axioms and concepts needed. Actually in [22] we show that a much weaker version of
Specrel0 is enough for proving this conclusion. A more refined version of the theorem says
that FTL observers “lose most of their meter rods”, cf. [5].
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4 Traveling with light, traveling faster than light

As a warm-up, we begin with a simple statement about our axiom system
Specrel0. When Einstein was a child, he once dreamed that he traveled
together with a photon, and then he tried to imagine how the world could
look like when one sees it while traveling with a photon. Our first proposition
says that in models of Specrel0, you can’t see the world while traveling with
a photon. (By “seeing” we mean “coordinatizing”.)

Proposition 1 Specrel0 |= trm(k) 6= trm(ph) for any m, k ∈ Obs and
ph ∈ Ph.

Proof. Assume that trm(k) = trm(ph) for some m, k ∈ Obs, ph ∈ Ph in a
model of Specrel0. Then trk(k) = t and vk(ph) = 1 by AxSelf, AxPh. Thus
trk(k) 6= trk(ph). Then k sees an event in which k is present but ph is not
present (namely such is wk(p) for any p ∈ trk(k)\ trk(ph)). However, m does
not see such an event by trm(k) = trm(ph). This contradicts AxEvents,
proving the proposition. See Figure 4. QED

m kk
ph ph

trm(k) = trm(ph) trk(k) 6= trk(ph)

Figure 4: An observer cannot travel together with a photon.

Theorem 1 Let n > 2.

(i) Specrel0(n) is not independent, namely

{AxSelf, AxPot, AxEvents, AxPh} |= AxLine.
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(ii) Specrel0(2) is independent, i.e. for any Ax ∈ Specrel0(2) we have

Specrel0(2) \ {Ax} 6|= Ax.

Proof. For brevity, we will write Specrel0 −Ax for Specrel0 \ {Ax}. It is
not difficult to check that Specrel0 − Ax 6|= Ax for any Ax ∈ Specrel0, if
Ax 6= AxLine. So we have to show that

Specrel0(n)−AxLine |= AxLine and

Specrel0(2)−AxLine 6|= AxLine.

Assume that M is a model of Specrel0(n) −AxLine. Let m, k ∈ ObsM

and define
fmk := {〈p, q〉 ∈ nQ× nQ : wm(p) = wk(q)}.

Thus fmk is a binary relation on space-time locations; two space-time loca-
tions are related when m and k see the same “events” at those points. We
now show that

(*) fmk is a bijective mapping of nQ onto nQ, in any model of
{AxPot, AxEvents}.

Let p, q ∈ nQ be distinct. Then there is a straight line ` with ang(`) < 1
separating them, i.e. p ∈ ` and q /∈ `. By AxPot, ` is the trace of some
observer h. Then h ∈ wm(p), h /∈ wm(q), showing that wm is injective for any
observer m. By AxEvents we have that both the domain and the range of
fmk is nQ (since f−1

mk = fkm). These facts imply (*).
fmk is called the world-view transformation between m and k: its intuitive

meaning is that m thinks that k is “crazy” to the extent that his seeing is
distorted by this function fmk (whatever event m sees at space-time location
p, k sees it at location fmk(p)).

Now, AxPh, AxPot require that fmk preserve light-lines (i.e. straight
lines with angle 1). By a slight generalization of the celebrated Alexandrov-
Zeeman theorem (that we will recall in a moment) then fmk has to pre-
serve all straight lines, in other words, it is a collineation. Then trk(m) =
fmk(trm(m)) = fmk(t) is a straight line by AxSelf. Thus AxLine holds.

To show Specrel0(2) −AxLine 6|= AxLine we construct a bijection f :
2R → 2R, where R is the set of reals, which preserves light-lines, but which
takes t onto a curve which is not a straight line. Here is the idea of the
construction (see Figure 5):
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a

b

p p′

f(a)

f(b)

f

a

t̄ t′

Figure 5: Illustration for the proof of Thm.1(ii). f preserves all light-lines
but not all straight lines. Thus t cannot be defined from light-lines in 2R.

Let t′ be a “slightly bent” version of t, and let f be any bijection between
t and t′. We extend f to any point p not on t as follows: Let a and b be
the two points where the two light-lines through p intersect t, and let f(p)
be the intersection point of the two corresponding light-lines going through
f(a) and f(b). With some care this extension of f will be a bijection, and it
preserves all light-lines by its construction. Now it is not difficult to construct
a model of Specrel0(2) − AxLine where this f is one of the world-view
transformations; and so in this model AxLine does not hold.

We now briefly recall the Alexandrov-Zeeman theorem. This theorem
states that a permutation of 4R which preserves light-lines is a collineation
of a special form (namely a so-called Lorentz-transformation up to a dilation,
a translation, and a field-automorphism-induced transformation15). An illu-
minating logical proof can be found in Appendix B of Goldblatt [13]. That
proof can be generalized to any Euclidean field Q and n > 2 in place of R and
4. About the Alexandrov-Zeeman theorem see also [22] in this volume. We
sketch the proof for n = 3. Let ` be any light-line. Let P be the set of those
points through which no light-line intersecting ` goes through. Then it is not
difficult to see that P is just the plane tangent to any light-cone16 containing
`, see Figure 6. Now we can obtain all straight lines ` with ang(`) > 1 by
intersecting such tangent planes; then we can define all planes using these

15This latter will matter when R will be replaced with Q.
16A light-cone is the union of all light-lines going through a given point.
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`

Plane(`, p) = P Plane(`, p) 6= P

`

pp

Figure 6: Illustration for the proof of the Alexandrov-Zeeman theorem. Def-
inition of tangent planes: P is the set of points p through which no light-line
intersecting ` goes. All straight lines can be defined from light-lines in 3R.

newly obtained straight lines, and then we can obtain all the straight lines
by intersecting again these new planes. Hence, any light-line preserving per-
mutation is a collineation. We omit the proof of the rest, but for an idea of
the proof see the proof of Thm.3 herein. QED

Let M be a frame-model, and k be an observer in it. We say that k is a
faster than light (FTL) observer, if vm(k) > 1 for some observer m. Below,
no FTL observer abbreviates the sentence (∀m, k ∈ Obs)vm(k) < 1, i.e. that
there is no FTL observer in the model.17

Theorem 2 Let n > 2.

(i) Specrel0(2) 6|= no FTL observer.

(ii) Specrel0(n) |= no FTL observer.

17There are well known common sense arguments, going back to Einstein, against FTL
(cf. e.g. [27, p.11]). These involve “causality” among other undefined concepts. As e.g.
Gödel pointed out, these arguments are not proofs in the logical sense. Our present
Theorem 2 is of an essentially different character from this point of view (contrast e.g. (i)
with (ii)).
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Proof. Since we want to stay visual, we give a proof for n = 3. We give
a proof that is centered around the notion of Minkowski-orthogonality. Let
`, k be two straight lines. We say that ` is Minkowski-orthogonal (or shortly,
M-orthogonal) to k if ` is orthogonal in the usual Euclidean sense to the
reflection k′ of k to the xy-plane. We say that ` is Minkowski-orthogonal
to the plane P if it is Minkowski-orthogonal to at least two distinct straight
lines lying in P , see Figure 7.

` ` `

P

P P

Figure 7: ` is Minkowski-orthogonal to P .

Minkowski-orthogonality is exhaustively investigated, e.g. fully axiom-
atized, in Goldblatt [13]. We will use here the following corollary of the
generalized Alexandrov-Zeeman theorem:

(1) If a bijection of nQ preserves light-lines, then it preserves Minkowski-
orthogonality.

We call a plane space-like if it contains no light-lines, and we call a straight
line time-like if it is Minkowski-orthogonal to a space-like plane. It is not
difficult to check (see Figure 8) that

(2) ` is time-like iff ang(`) < 1.

Clearly t is time-like, since it is M-orthogonal to the xy-plane which
contains no light-line. Now we have seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that
f := fkm is a bijective collineation that preserves light-lines. Thus f takes
the xy-plane to a space-like plane to which f [t] is M-orthogonal by (1), thus
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time-like lines are

within the cone

space-like planes are

outside the cone

Figure 8: Time-like lines and space-like planes.

f [t] is time-like. By (2) then ang(f [t]) < 1. But f [t] = fkm[trk(k)] = trm(k),
thus vm(k) < 1 in M.

To show Specrel0(2) 6|= no FTL observer, we have to give a model of
Specrel0(2) in which there are FTL-observers. Such models are given in [5],
in section 2.4. QED

On pushing the limits of Theorem 2: The Alexandrov-Zeeman theorem is not
true for functions f not defined everywhere in 4R. Therefore the above simple
proof does not generalize to the local version Loc(Specrel0) of Specrel0. In
[22, Thm.3], “no FTL observer” is proved from a very weak axiom system,
where the world-view transformations are only partial functions and where
AxPh is substantially weakened. Theorems proving “no FTL observer” from
weak axiom systems are also in [5] and in [21]. In the process of finding the
“limits” of the “no FTL theorems”, we also gave some intuitively appealing
axiom systems (such is e.g. Relphax in [5, §3]) which do have models with
faster than light observers. More about these FTL investigations is in e.g.
[2]. We also note that in [22] a new Alexandrov-Zeeman style theorem is
proved for the local version Loc(Specrel0) of Specrel0.

Now we are going to introduce seven extra natural axioms that will make
Specrel0 categorical over any field. The theory Specrel0 extended with these
seven axioms (and with any decidable theory of fields) is decidable. We will
see that if we leave out any one of six of these axioms, the theory will become
undecidable, and such that it can be extended to a hereditarily undecidable
theory where both Gödel’s incompleteness theorems hold.
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5 A principle of relativity

The world-view transformation fmk between two observers m, k is defined as

fmk := {〈p, q〉 : wm(p) = wk(q) and wk(q) 6= ∅} .

We already used fmk in the proof of Theorem 1. From our previous axioms it
follows that fmk is a transformation of nQ (and not only an arbitrary binary
relation) if m, k are observers.18 Therefore we will use fmk as a function.
Then fmk(p) is the “place” where k sees the same event that m sees at p, i.e.

wm(p) = wk(fmk(p)) .

When p = 〈p0, . . . , pn−1〉 ∈ nQ, we will denote p0 by pt in order to emphasize
that pt is the “time component” of p. Let p, q ∈ nQ. Then pt− qt is the time
passed between the events wm(p) and wm(q) as seen by m and fmk(p)t −
fmk(q)t is the time passed between the same two events as seen by k. Hence
‖(fmk(p)t − fmk(q)t)/(pt − qt)‖ is the rate with which k’s clock runs slow or
fast as seen by m. Here, ‖a‖ denotes the absolute value of a when a ∈ Q, i.e.
‖a‖ ∈ {a,−a} and ‖a‖ ≥ 0.

AxSym All observers see each other’s clocks run slow to the same extent,

‖fmk(p)t − fmk(q)t‖ = ‖fkm(p)t − fkm(q)t‖, when m, k ∈ Obs and p, q ∈ t.

AxSym states only that any two observers “see” each other’s clocks
“change” the same way. In principle, this allows the clocks run fast, be
right, or run slow. In the Newtonian world AxSym is true because there
each observer sees that the other’s clocks are right. In models of Specrel0,
AxSym can be true only in the way that any observer sees that the clocks
of any other observer not at rest wr.r.t. it run slow. Figure 12 in the proof
of Thm.3 shows how it is possible in models of Specrel0 that both observers
“see” the clock of the other run slow.

On the choice of our symmetry axiom AxSym.: Under mild extra as-
sumptions, Specrel0 implies that AxSym is equivalent with an instance of

18This is a typical example of a property of special relativity which is relaxed in the
process of localization (towards general relativity) in [22]. Namely, the axioms of the local
theories in [22] will not imply that the function fmk is everywhere defined in nQ. This is
an essential generalization towards general relativity.
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Einstein’s special principle of relativity SPR as it was formalized in [21,
pp.87-89]. The principle SPR goes back to Galileo, intuitively it says that
the “laws of nature” are the same for all inertial observers. A careful logic
based analysis of SPR and its role in relativity is in [21, pp.84-91]. See
also Friedman [12, p.153]. We note that in models of Specrel0, AxSym is
equivalent to the potential axiom requiring that, in space, in the direction
orthogonal (in the Euclidean sense) to the direction of the movement there is
no relativistic distortion, i.e. there is no length-contraction. Other equivalent
formalizations of AxSym can be found in [5, §3.7].

6 Axioms making Specrel0 categorical

Here we introduce six more axioms that will make Specrel0 categorical (over
any given field). As in section 3, in the following m, k stand for observers, `
for a straight line, phi for photons; and free variables in the axioms should
be understood as universally quantified.

The first two axioms deal with the direction of flow of time. We define
for any two observers m, k

m ↑ k iff (fkm(1t)− fkm(0))t > 0.

Intuitively this means that time flows in the same direction for m and k, see
Figure 9.

m ↑ k m ↓ k

m mk k

fkm0̄ fkm1t

fkm1t fkm0̄

Figure 9: m ↑ k means that time flows in the same direction for m and k.

Our first axiom is a stronger version of part of AxPot, it says that ev-
ery appropriate straight line is the life-line of an observer whose time flows
“forwards”.
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AxPot+ ang(`) < 1 ⇒ (∃k ∈ Obs)[` = trm(k) and m ↑ k].

The next axiom says that time flows in the same direction for any ob-
servers at rest in the origin.

Ax↑ trm(k) = t ⇒ m ↑ k.

The next axiom says that every observer can “re-coordinatize” his world-
view with a so-called Galilean transformation. To formalize the next axiom,
first we single out special transformations, that we will call Galilean trans-
formations. A mapping f : nQ → nQ is called a Galilean transformation if
it preserves Euclidean distance and f(1t)− f(0) = 1t where 1t = 〈1, 0, 0, . . .〉
and 1 denotes the unit element of the field Q. In other words, a Galilean
transformation is a congruence transformation which is the identity map on
t, composed with a translation. See Figure 10. It is known that a Galilean
transformation is a linear transformation composed with a translation, hence
the next axiom is a first-order logic one.

ȳ

x̄

t̄

g

1y 1x

1t
g(1x) g(1y)

g(1t)

Figure 10: A Galilean transformation takes the unit vectors into pairwise
orthogonal vectors of length 1, and does not change the direction of the
time-unit vector.

AxGal G(0) ∈ t ⇒ (∃k ∈ Obs)fmk = G, for every Galilean transformation
G.

The next two axioms say, intuitively, that of each kind of observers and
photons we have only one copy (or in other words, according to Leibniz’s
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principle, if we cannot distinguish two observers or photons via some observ-
able properties, then we treat them as equal).19 In other words, these are
so-called extensionality axioms. Id denotes the identity mapping.

AxExt1 fmk = Id ⇒ m = k.

AxExt2 trm(ph1) = trm(ph2) ⇒ ph1 = ph2.

The last axiom says that every body is an observer or photon.

AxNobody B = Obs ∪ Ph.

Compl := {AxSym, AxPot+, AxGal, AxExt1, AxExt2, AxNobody},
Specrel := Specrel0 ∪ {AxSym},
Specrel+ := Specrel ∪ Compl ∪ {Ax↑}.

In the terminology of e.g. Malament and Hogarth, Specrel0, Specrel and
Specrel+ correspond to causal space-time (or metric-free space-time), space-
time, and time-oriented space-time respectively, cf. e.g. Hogarth [18]. Specrel0
is also strongly connected to the “conformal structure of space-time”. When
we write “causal space-time”, we have in mind the symmetrized version of the
strict “causality relation” ¿. (Sometimes “metric-free space-time”, “space-
time”, “time-oriented space-time” are used.)20

We did not include Ax↑ into Compl because, as we will see, its effects
are different from those of the the elements of Compl.21

Theorem 3 Let22 n > 2 and let Q = 〈Q, +, ·,≤〉 be any Euclidean field.

(i) There are exactly two models of Specrel ∪ Compl with field-reduct Q,
up to isomorphism.

19We could have named these axioms after Occam, too.
20The terminology varies with different authors, but what we wanted to point out is

that the levels of abstraction corresponding to Specrel0, Specrel and Specrel+ seem to be
generally distinguished levels of abstraction in the literature of relativity.

21Intuitively, Ax↑ excludes only one model of two choices, while the rest exclude an
infinite number of possibilities, cf. Thm.s 3-5. Sci.Am.(Sept. 2002, special issue, pp.30-31)
discusses the justification of assuming Ax↑ which turns out to be not as straightforward
as one might think at first sight.

22We exclude the case n = 2 for simplicity only.
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(ii) There is a unique model of Specrel+ with field-reduct Q, up to isomor-
phism.

On the proof. We illustrate that in any model of Specrel, all the world-
view transformations are so-called Poincaré-transformations (i.e. Lorentz-
transformations composed with translations), and this is the most important
part of the proof of Theorem 3.

Let m, k be observers in a model of Specrel, we will investigate the world-
view transformation f := fmk. We have already seen that f : nQ → nQ is
a bijection. It is a collineation by the Alexandrov-Zeeman theorem in case
n > 2, and by [22, Thm.2] in case n = 2. By AxPh, f takes light-lines onto
light-lines, and this implies that f takes the unit vectors into vectors of the
same length and Minkowski-orthogonal to each other. Figure 11 illustrates
the idea of the proof of this part.

f

ph2ph1 ph2ph1

t̄ t̄

x̄ x̄

〈1, 0〉

〈0, 0〉 〈0, 1〉

〈1, 1〉

f(〈0, 0〉)
f(〈0, 1〉)

f(〈1, 0〉)
f(〈1, 1〉)

Figure 11: World-view transformations in models of Specrel0 take the unit
vectors to vectors Minkowski-orthogonal to each other and of the same length.

Finally, AxSym implies that the length of the unit vectors is fixed, as
follows. We write out this part of the proof in more detail, because e.g. it
shows how it is possible that both observers see each other’s clocks run slow.

Let 1t = 〈1, 0, 0, . . .〉, and let us see where e := fkm(1t) is on trm(k). Let
a, b and a′ be as in Figure 12; i.e. they are the points on trm(k) and on t such
that the straight line connecting 1t and a is parallel with x, and the straight
lines connecting 1t and b and connecting a and a′ are parallel with fkm[x].
See Figure 12. If e = a, then m sees that k’s clock shows 1 just when his
clock shows 1, because 1t and a are simultaneous for m. But k will see that
m’s clock shows a′ < 1 when his clock shows 1, because for k, e = a and a′
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are simultaneous. So k will think that m’s clocks run slow, but m will think
that k’s clocks are right. Analogously, m thinks that k’s clocks are right (run
slow or fast, respectively) iff e = b (> b or < b respectively). And, k thinks
that m’s clocks are right (run slow or fast, respectively) iff e = a (< a or > a
respectively). Thus both think that the other’s clocks run slow iff b < e < a.
The rate of “slowness” is the same for them at a unique point in between
a and b, because the change of rate is a continuous and strictly monotonic
function (of the “number” ‖e‖). Now, Minkowski-distance is defined so that
the Minkowski-distance is 1 between 0 and this unique point (where the rates
of “running slow” are the same for m and k). Figure 13 shows the points
whose Minkowski-distance from 0 is 1, i.e. it shows Minkowski-circle with
radius 1 and center 0.

m k

1t

a′

a

b
e := fkm(1t)

direction of simultaneities for k

direction of simultaneities for m

Figure 12: Both m and k think that the other’s clocks run slow iff fmk(1t)
is in between a and b. The rates of “running slow” will be equal at a unique
point.

It is known that any collineation is an affine transformation composed
with a field-automorphism-induced transformation. Using that the above line
of thought is valid for any p ∈ t in place of 1t, one can show that the world-
view transformations are actually affine transformations. Summing up: in
models of Specrel, the world-view transformations take the unit vectors into
pairwise Minkowski-orthogonal vectors of Minkowski-length 1. These kinds of
affine transformations are called in the literature Poincaré-transformations.
QED
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Figure 13: Minkowski-distance 1.

7 Decidability and Gödel incompleteness

We now turn to decidability questions. We start this by recalling the defini-
tion of real-closed fields and by recalling some facts from the literature.

An ordered field F is real-closed if it is Euclidean (i.e. every positive
element has a square root), and if every polynomial of odd degree has zero
as a value. This last requirement can be expressed with the infinite set
{φ2n+1 : n ∈ ω} of first-order formulas, where for every n ∈ ω, φn denotes
the following sentence

∀x0 . . .∀xn∃y[xn 6= 0 → (x0 + x1 · y + . . . + xn · yn = 0)].

By a theory we will understand an arbitrary set of first-order formulas (i.e.
we will not assume that it is closed under semantical consequence). We call
a theory Th decidable (or undecidable respectively) if the set of all first-order
semantical consequences of Th is decidable (or undecidable respectively). We
call Th complete if it implies either φ or ¬φ for each first-order formula φ (of
its language). Propositions 2,3 below are known in the literature. Prop.2 is
a corollary of Tarski’s famous elimination of quantifiers for real-closed fields.

Proposition 2 The theory of real-closed fields is decidable and complete.

Proposition 3 The theories of ordered fields and Euclidean fields are unde-
cidable. 23

23Note that if a finitely (or more generally, recursively) axiomatizable theory is unde-
cidable, then it is not complete.
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Conjecture 1 Any finitely axiomatizable consistent theory of ordered fields
is undecidable.

Corollary 1 Specrel0, Specrel and Specrel+ are undecidable.

Proof. This is a corollary of Prop.3, and the theorem that for any Euclidean
field F there is a model of Specrel+ with F as the field reduct (Theorem 3).:
Let φ be any field-theoretic first-order formula written by using variables of
our quantity sort. Then φ is valid in a frame-model M with field reduct F iff
φ is valid in F. Thus φ is valid in the class of Euclidean fields iff φ is true in
all models of Specrel+. Since the first-order theory of the Euclidean fields is
undecidable by Prop.3, the first-order consequences of Specrel+ is undecid-
able, too. Since this is a finite theory, then any subset of it is undecidable,
too. QED

The above suggests that if we want to obtain interesting decision-theoretic
results, we have to concentrate on real-closed fields; or at least include a
decidable theory of field-axioms into our theories. Let Φ denote the theory
of real-closed fields.

Theorem 4 Let n > 2.

(i) Specrel0 ∪ Compl ∪ Φ is decidable.

(ii) Specrel0 ∪ Compl ∪ {Ax↑} ∪ Φ is decidable and complete.

(iii) Specrel0 ∪ (Compl \ {Ax})∪{Ax↑}∪Φ is undecidable, for any axiom
Ax ∈ Compl.

Proof. We show that (i) and (ii) are corollaries of Theorem 3, we sketch the
proof of (ii). Let M and M′ be models of Specrel0 ∪ Compl ∪ {Ax↑} ∪ Φ.
We cannot apply Theorem 3 yet, because the field-reducts F and F′ of M
and M′ respectively may not be the same. But they are elementarily equiva-
lent, because Φ is complete, so by the Keisler-Shelah isomorphic ultrapowers
theorem they have isomorphic ultrapowers, say F1 and F′1. Let M1 and M′

1

be the ultrapowers of M and M′ respectively, taken by the same ultrafilter.
Then the field-reducts of these are F1 and F′1 respectively. Now we can apply
Theorem 3 to M1 and M′

1 because F1 and F′1 are isomorphic, getting that M1

and M′
1 are isomorphic, so elementarily equivalent. But then M and M′ are
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elementarily equivalent, too, since the former two models are ultrapowers of
these. This finishes the proof of (ii). (iii) is a corollary of the next theorem;
we included it here because it nicely contrasts (i) and (ii). QED

We now turn to the analog of Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem.

Theorem 5 Let n > 0 and let Ax be any member of Compl. There is a
formula ν (in our frame-language) such that

(i) ν is consistent with Specrel0 ∪ (Compl \ {Ax}) ∪ {Ax↑} ∪ Φ

and for any theory Th consistent with ν

(ii) Th is hereditarily undecidable in the sense that no consistent extension
of Th is decidable.

(iii) The conclusion of Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem applies to the
theory Th, i.e. no consistent recursively enumerable extension of Th
is complete; moreover there is an algorithm that to each consistent,
recursively enumerable extension Th′ of Th gives us a formula φ such
that Th′ 6|= φ and Th′ 6|= ¬φ.

Proof. The idea of the proof is to show that absence of any member of
Compl allows us to interpret Robinson’s Arithmetic into our theory. We
sketch this for the case Ax = AxNobody. We will see that in this case
ν will be quite natural: it will state the existence of a periodically moving
body. Consider the following formulas (with free variables m, b and t):

I(t) := I(m, b, t) := W (m, b, t, 0), and

ν := I(0) ∧ (∀t, s)

([t < 1 ∧ t 6= 0] → ¬I(t) ∧

t ≥ 0 → [I(t) ↔ I(t + 1)] ∧

[I(t) ∧ I(s)] → [I(t + s) ∧ I(t · s)]).
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Add, for a moment, m and b as constants to our language. Then t re-
mains the only free variable of I which then specifies a subset of the field-
reduct in any frame-model: the set of time-points where the observer m
sees the body b at the origin. Now the formula ν requires that this subset
behaves like the set of integers: it is a discrete periodic subset containing
0, 1 and closed under +, ·. Since the field-reduct of a frame-model is a field,
then Robinson’s arithmetic will be true in the field-reduct restricted to the
subset defined by I. In other words, I is an interpretation of Robinson’s
Arithmetic in Th ∪ {ν}, whenever ν is consistent with Th. For definition
of Robinson’s Arithmetic and (semantical) interpretation see e.g. Monk [26,
Def.14.17, Def.11.43]. Thus, Robinson’s Arithmetic can be interpreted in
Th ∪ {ν}. Then Th ∪ {ν} is inseparable (which is a strong version of un-
decidability) by Thm.16.1 and Prop.15.6 in [26]; and thus (ii) and (iii) of
our Theorem hold by Monk [26, Thm.s 15.9 and 15.8]. Finally, if we omit
the constants m, b, then semantical consequence does not change, so (ii) and
(iii) will hold for the original language (set of formulas not containing the
constants m or b), too (in (iii) a further little argument is needed).

To show (i), we have to construct a model of Specrel0 ∪ {Ax↑} ∪ Φ ∪
{ν}∪ (Compl \{AxNobody}). This is not difficult as ν basically states the
existence of a periodically moving body; see Figure 14.

m

b

Figure 14: b is a periodically moving body in m’s world-view.

Take a “standard” model with minimum set of observers and photons;
and add one periodically moving body. We omit the details of the definition
of this model.

The proofs for the other cases are analogous; we only give different in-
terpretations of Robinson’s arithmetic. This means that we give a different
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formula I, but ν will be the same (speaking about I), and then we only have
to show that Th∪ {ν} is consistent, where Th is the theory in (i). To give a
flavor, we give this new interpretation I for the case when Ax = AxPot+.

I(m, t) := (∀`)[ang(`) = 1
t
⇒ (∃k)(trm(k) = ` ∧m ↑ k)] or t = 0, 1.

This finishes the proofidea of Theorem 5. QED

A theorem analogous to Theorem 5 but concerning Gödel’s second incom-
pleteness theorem can also be stated and proved with analogous methods. For
details see [4].

For current research directions in logic started by Gödel’s incomplete-
ness theorems we refer to Hájek and Pudlák [14], Willard [33], the latter in
the present volume. The connections between the “observations oriented”
and the “theoretically oriented” approaches to relativity were studied in [21]
where the logical theories of definability and identifiability are used and fur-
ther elaborated in the spirit of works of Hodges (cf. [17]) and Hintikka [15].24

Actually, these logic based relativistic investigations induced new research
in definability and identifiability theory. In later work continuing [2],[22] we
plan to look into the logical structure of general relativistic space-times per-
mitting closed time-like loops (which can be regarded as causing a kind of
self-reference25). In Scheffler [30, p.179], and in Lewis [20, pp.67-80, pp.212-
3] it is pointed out that these causal loops do not imply logical contradictions
or even logical paradoxes. They simply have more complex logical structures
than “linear causation”. We plan to extend the mathematical logic based
approach to further analyzing these and related possibilities thoroughly and
carefully.

Acknowledgements. We would like to express our deep gratitude to the
organizers and to the participants of the FOL75 conference for useful dis-
cussions, suggestions, encouragement and for a very fruitful, creative, and
supportive atmosphere.

24In [21, Thm.2.2.23, p.168] we use and extend Tarski’s elimination of quantifiers for
real-closed fields [16], for analyzing our theories of relativity.

25like the one in Gödel’s incompleteness proof, Tarski’s proof of undefinability of truth,
or Barwise and Etchemendy’s book on the “Liar”
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